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Rethinking Social Media 
Seeking Influence in a World of Distraction

Trefor Munn-Venn
@TreforMV

Our biggest 
challenges aren’t 

technological,
they’re 

behavioural. MEDIA
SOCIAL
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Why do it?
Communicate directly

to the public.
Your message,

the way you want it.

Social media lets you 
have conversations you’ve 

never had before to 
accomplish things you’ve 

never been able to 
accomplish.

There’s a sense that
we have to

use social media.

People are going to
inject themselves
into your crisis.
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Social Surge

In a vacuum,
people assume 

the worst.
If you don’t

communicate 
others will.

You’re not really
in a relationship

if you aren’t
communicating.

3,000
Daily Media Messages

With all this
noise & clutter, 

how do we
genuinely connect

with people?
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There’s more
to trust

than most 
people think

TRUST

Reciprocity

Commitment

Social Proof

Liking

Authority

Scarcity

Rank & Position
don’t necessarily
equal Authority

No one ever
complied their way

to greatness.
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Trust is built in the
subconscious

and
destroyed in the

conscious

What state
areyour

stakeholders in?

Like me

If you can’t respond 
to individuals

respond to topics. 
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Nike inc. Sept 22 2010

Notice of Retail Purchase Opportunity

Our regional distribution centre has received notice  that 
product #372G (running shoe) will be available for retail 
purchase at certain locations, as of October 2 nd. Product 
#372G has a mesh and synthetic nylon material shell  
with a carbon rubber outer sole. This sole has circ ular 
“waffle” tread for traction. The inner sole is inje cted with 
Phylon material. This product is available in men’s,  
women’s and children’s shoes.
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#372G has a mesh and synthetic nylon material shell  
with a carbon rubber outer sole. This sole has circ ular 
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Meaningful changes
in behaviour

require a deliberate,
sustained approach
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We don’t tend to rise
to the occasion. 

We sink to the level 
of our habits.

Trefor Munn-Venn
trefor@rhapsodystrategies.com
@TreforMV


